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GENERAL NOTES ON INTERVIEWS WITH LEFTWICH. 

-- Actions - three on Railways; one on radio tower; two pylons; Somerset West was a success. 
One did not go off and they went back!. 

- Excitement -- care in planning; rucksacks; balaclavas. 

- The cell picked the site and then took it to the planning committee 

-- Explosives -- they were trained in plastics; Watson was not involved; they stored stuff in a 
lockup garage which they rented.; apparently the detonators were at Lynn Van der Riet's place 
and then went to the garage?? 

- Guns - [The notes become very cursory here]. Something about money -- box - postbox. 
March 1963 in Brussels. K. L. M. ticket in Cape Town. Met with Hoffmann. Trusted the U.S .. 
Used to the Shingler/Gunther document to try and raise money. "Raise money broadly". 

- Then questions apparently from me about linkages and contacts to the ANC and to PAC but no 
response from Leftwich noted. 

- He did see the boat which he referred to as a cabin cruiser of about 35 feet. POSSIBLY HE 
AND RUBIN AND BARUCH WENT TO SEE THE BOAT DRIVEN THERE BY A TAXI DRIVER 
WHO WAS AN EX MILITARY MAN AND WHO MAY HAVE BEEN A PAL OF LANG'S . ..,..... 

-- At some point the feeling was that they had to do more . He Reported to the National 
Committee in Johannesburg Which Consisted of Vigne, Hirson and the Pragers. 

-- He Was in the Two Years Recruited in July 62 and Most Active in 1963. 

-- He got his honors in 63 

- Re Second Thoughts: Eddie wanted to pull out and so did Hugh. Spike also 

- Bye 1964 the whole thing was petering out. Hence the feeling that there was in need for new 
manifesto and new name .. ? Did Stanly Uys do a piece on the change?*-

-- There is also a reference to the U.S. consul -- needs a checking. Relevant to the arrest??**-• 

-- Lyn van der Riet is gay. He thought she had never married but she did. 

-- Mike Schneider was Zionist 

- Watson was a Loner-obsessed with fitness - something about a degree - either did or did not 
see a lot of him. 

Note There Are Various Red Tick Marks on the Handwritten List these are probably matters that 
I raise with Leftwich and are probably discussed on the tape. 


